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1 Introduction  

The South African services sector is viewed as an increasingly important dimension of 
its economic development both in terms of its contribution to growth and its export 
potential. While exposing the services sector to the “fresh winds of international 
competition” has the potential to unleash significant economy-wide gains, deep and 
justified concerns regarding unemployment, poverty alleviation and universal access to 
basic services have resulted in South Africa adopting a cautious approach to the 
progressive liberalisation of key services under the GATS. The risks and opportunities 
of liberalising trade in services in South Africa is thus delicately poised in an 
environment in which regulatory and competition authorities have only relatively 
recently been established and in which the restructuring of state assets is still far from 
complete.  

The gains from liberalisation do not come automatically. The submission of initial 
requests in services by 16 World Trade Organisation (WTO) Members in key service 
sectors has underscored the importance of developing a coherent and coordinated 
approach to liberalising services in South Africa. This paper reviews progress on the 
multilateral front in the liberalisation of services. It also outlines a suggested approach 
to developing a strategy for services liberalisation and a number of issues are 
highlighted on which the balance of risks and opportunities of liberalising services in 
South Africa is likely to turn.  

While the focus is on the process of services liberalisation within the framework of 
the WTO, multilateral liberalisation is neither the only method of liberalising services 
nor, from a strictly economic perspective, the most desirable. Section 2 presents a 
summary of the progress that has been made on the General Agreement on Trade in 
Services (the GATS) and provides a broad analysis of South Africa’s current 
negotiating position. Section 3 considers the state of South Africa’s trade negotiating 
apparatus, focusing on four key areas: NEDLAC, parliament, organised business, and 
the role of government. Section 4 identifies the essential ingredients of a negotiating 
strategy for services liberalisation. Section 5 reviews the role of specific sectors in the 
multilateral negotiating process.  
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2 South Africa and the process of services 
liberalisation  

Like most other countries, services liberalisation in South Africa consists of a 
combination of the following approaches to liberalisation:  

§ Unilateral;  

§ Regional; and  

§ Multilateral liberalisation.  

Unilateral liberalisation is the simplest, most direct form of services liberalisation in 
which countries proceed with the project of regulatory reform autonomously. Under 
unilateral liberalisation, countries remove restrictions to trade in services by way of 
domestic regulatory reform – effectively ensuring that foreign service providers face 
neither market access nor national treatment limitations in the supply of their services 
to the South African market. Under regional liberalisation, one country (or group of 
countries) liberalises its trade in services with another country (or group of countries). 
Examples of regional liberalisation include the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA), and the SADC Free Trade Protocol. Multilateral liberalisation 
refers to the liberalisation of services trade among Members of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO). Regional and multilateral liberalisation have the advantage of 
“locking-in” reforms made unilaterally and provide countries with opportunities to 
gain concessions for their reform efforts from negotiating partners, which they would 
not otherwise enjoy under unilateral liberalisation.  

From a strict economic perspective, the gains from liberalisation accrue to the 
liberalising country. Restrictions to trade in services can often create large economic 
inefficiencies. Hence, by opening services sectors up to international competition 
(whether unilaterally, regionally, or multilaterally) resources are reallocated to their 
best possible use and the economy, taken as a whole, becomes more efficient. 
Moreover, in the case of services, efficiency gains as a result of liberalisation tend to 
be dynamic since certain services (such as telecommunications and transport services) 
feed into other sectors of the economy in important ways. An efficient services sector, 
therefore, is likely to contribute to efficiencies in agriculture, mining, and 
manufacturing.  

2.1 Multilateral Liberalisation of Services: The GATS in a 
Nutshell  

The legal instrument governing the multilateral liberalisation of services is the General 
Agreement on Trade in Services, or the GATS. Like the GATT (the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade), the GATS is a key pillar of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO). Modelled on the GATT, which came into effect in 1948, the 
GATS is a relatively recent instrument negotiated by Members during the Uruguay 
Round (1986-1994) after an agreement had been reached to include services as part of 
the multilateral trade negotiating agenda. The GATS covers all services with the 
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exception of those provided in the exercise of governmental authority1 and the greater 
part of the air transport sector. The GATS also covers all measures by Members 
affecting trade in services. This includes measures taken by Members at all levels of 
government – national, regional and local – and by non governmental bodies to which 
governmental powers have been delegated.  

The most-favoured-nation (MFN) obligation in Article II of the GATS requires 
Members to extend to all other Members the best treatment that they give to the 
services and service suppliers of any other country. Despite ambiguities in the scope 
of the GATS, the agreement is in principle non-discriminatory and provides a strong 
argument for the preference of multilateral liberalisation over regional liberalisation. 
Regional liberalisation tends to lead “to a patchwork of opaque, overlapping and 
discriminatory procedures” which can “easily divert time and resources from, and 
weaken the non-discriminatory nature of, both unilateral and multilateral 
liberalisation” (Sally, 2002)2.  

While every Member is required to maintain a national schedule of commitments, it is 
free to decide which services sectors will be included in the schedule and, within those 
sectors, to maintain specified limitations to the supply of services by Foreign Service 
providers3. Essentially, a limitation relates either to market access or national 
treatment in one of the following four modes through which a service may be 
supplied4:  

§ Mode 1: Cross-border supply, from the territory of one Member into that of 
another. (This corresponds to the traditional movement of goods across 
borders);  

§ Mode 2: Consumption abroad, in which the service is supplied in the territory 
of one Member to the consumer of another;  

                                                        

1 According to Article I of the GATS, “a service supplied in the exercise of governmental authority” 
means any service which is supplied “neither on a commercial basis, nor in competition with one or 
more service suppliers”. This definition is increasingly inadequate. A number of services supplied in 
the exercise of governmental authority are supplied on a quasi-commercial basis and often in 
competition with other (private) service suppliers 

2 Consequently Sally (2002) recommends for developing countries “a mutually fructifying 
combination of unilateral and multilateral liberalisation”. 

3 Once specific limitations are listed in a Member’s schedule of commitments, Members are required 
“to enter into successive rounds of negotiations… with a view to achieving a progressively higher level 
of liberalization” (GATS, Article XIX). The objective of “progressive liberalization” makes it 
imperative that key elements for a successful liberalising strategy are in place before a particular sector 
or sub-sector is opened up to the GATS (see Section 4). 

4 Article XVI of the GATS lists the different types of limitations to market access which must be 
scheduled if they are to be maintained. Article XVII of the GATS contains the national treatment 
obligation. 
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§ Mode 3: The supply of a service through commercial presence, in which the 
service supplier is legally established in the export market; and  

§ Mode 4: Supply through the movement of natural persons, meaning the 
temporary presence of individuals without legal personality to supply services 
in a Member’s market.  

Under any of the above modes of supply in its schedule of commitments, a Member 
may indicate a range of limitations from “none” to “unbound”. Somewhat 
confusingly, the entry “none” signifies full access, i.e., no limitations to trade in 
services are maintained in that particular service sector or sub-sector. “Unbound” 
indicates that no commitment is made on the mode of supply concerned; in other 
words, the Member remains free to introduce restrictions. Between these two 
extremes are entries listing specific limitations, which are in effect partial 
commitments. The schedules are thus a combination of a “positive list” of covered 
services together with a “negative list” of scheduled measures.  

Services trade negotiations (i.e., negotiations aimed at the progressive liberalisation of 
trade in services) in the WTO proceed according to a bilateral “request and offer” 
process in which one Member submits to another a “wish-list” requesting the removal 
of restrictions in the supply of services to the latter’s market. Initial requests are 
typically based on a domestic consultative process that aims to identify any limitations 
faced by a Member’s service providers in the supply of their services to another 
Member’s market. (Sometimes, initial requests are simply based on another Member’s 
existing schedule of commitments in which specific limitations are already spelled 
out.)  

Once a Member has received initial requests from other Members it then develops, 
and ultimately submits, an initial offer to the WTO. An initial offer is a response to 
the requests received and it is based on both domestic regulations actually governing 
the supply of services at the time of receiving the requests as well as the likelihood of 
changes in the regulatory regime. Members may submit further requests to other 
Members depending on whether the domestic consultation process brings to light 
additional limitations not covered by the initial request. It is on the basis of the 
requests and offers that negotiations then proceed between two Members. Whatever 
is negotiated bilaterally is extended to all other Members via the MFN principle.  

Eight annexes are attached to the GATS, including the Annex on Air Transport 
Services, the Annex on Financial Services, and the Annex on Telecommunications. 
The annexes were negotiated for different reasons. One of the principal provisions of 
the Annex on Financial Services, for example, is its exclusion from the coverage of 
the GATS, as “services supplied in the exercise of governmental authority”, the 
activities of central banks or other authorities carrying out monetary or exchange rate 
policies. The Annex on telecommunications, on the other hand, establishes the right 
of service providers to make use of public telecommunications networks and services. 
All of the annexes are integral and important parts of the package of agreements on 
trade in services reached during the Uruguay Round.  
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2.2 South Africa’s Existing WTO Commitments in Services  

A summary of South Africa’s existing schedule of Uruguay Round commitments 
should explicitly include not only those sectors in which commitments were made but 
also those sectors in which South Africa did not make any commitments at all. It is 
perhaps more illuminating to consider the latter category of services sectors first.  

In terms of the 12 main service categories listed in the Services Sectoral Classification 
List (W/120), South Africa did not undertake any commitments in the following:  

§ Education Services;  

§ Health and Related Social Services; and  

§ Recreational, Cultural and Sporting services.  

This means that South Africa made commitments of some form (partial or full) in 75 
percent of the main services categories listed in W/120. However, of the nine service 
categories in which commitments were made, the following sub-sectors were also left 
unbound (general category in parentheses):  

§ Research and development services (Business Services);  

§ Advertising services, packaging services, printing and publishing services; and 
services incidental to energy distribution (all Business Services);  

§ Postal services (Communication Services);  

§ Audiovisual services (Communication Services);  

§ Commission agents’ services (Distribution Services); and  

§ Maritime transport services, internal waterways transport services, air transport 
services, space transport services, rail transport services, pipeline transport 
services, and services auxiliary to all modes of transport (all Transport 
Services).  

Of all the sub-categories of services listed in W/120 in which a Member may make 
commitments, South Africa has made commitments of some form in more than half. 
The vast majority of partial commitments appear in financial and telecommunication 
services. In other words, specific limitations in South Africa’s existing schedule of 
commitments are most apparent in these service sectors. In itself this unsurprising 
since regulatory requirements in these sectors are often highly complex. Moreover, 
commitments in financial services and – more notably – telecommunications were 
scheduled before any significant drive towards liberalisation in these sectors took 
place at a time when restrictions on Foreign Service providers were particularly 
onerous.  

Finally, it should be noted that although South Africa did not make any Uruguay 
Round commitments in health and related social services, there are no limitations to 
the following services which are listed under professional business services:  
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§ Medical and dental services;  

§ Veterinary services; and  

§ Services provided by midwives, nurses, physiotherapists and paramedical 
personnel.  

For a more detailed analysis of requests in specific service sectors, the reader is 
referred to Section 5.  

2.3 Initial Requests Received from WTO Members  

To date, South Africa has formally received requests to liberalise services from 16 
WTO Members: Australia; Canada; China; Egypt; the EC and its member states 
(hereafter, the EC); Hong Kong; India; Japan; Kenya; Malaysia; New Zealand; 
Norway; Panama; Switzerland; Taiwan; and the United States (US).  

Combined, the requests cover every major sector currently listed in the W/120 
services sectoral classification list. In addition, South Africa has received requests to 
liberalise services in new categories not currently listed in W/120. These include 
energy and related services (US and the EC), and logistics and related services (Hong 
Kong). South Africa has also received requests in sectors in which a reclassification of 
services already listed in W/120 is proposed, notably environmental services5 and 
certain aspects of maritime transport services.  

More than a third of the requests South Africa has received fall under the general 
category of business services, reflecting the growing internationalisation of these 
services rather than the extent of market access or national treatment restrictions in 
South Africa’s schedule of commitments.  

2.3.1 Initial Requests Made to WTO Members  

Between August 2002 and March 2003, South Africa developed initial requests to 52 
WTO Members. By September 2004 – some 27 months after the deadline for the 
submission of initial requests set forth in Doha Ministerial Declaration – South Africa 
had still not submitted its initial requests to relevant Members.  

Of the general service categories listed in W/120, South Africa developed requests in 
the following sectors:  

§ Business Services;  

§ Communication Services;  

                                                        

5 With the exception of the United States, all of the requests to South Africa in environmental 
services are based on the EC’s proposed reclassification of the sector (see S/CSC/W/25 at 
www.wto.org.) 
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§ Construction and Related Engineering Services;  

§ Environmental Services; and  

§ Financial Services.  

In addition, South Africa developed requests in energy related services, adopting the 
proposed classification of energy services by the US. Requests in communication 
services and financial services are limited to African Members only. Although South 
Africa’s requests cover half of the general service categories listed in W/120 the 
requests reflect the relatively focused interests of South African service providers. For 
example, South Africa’s requests in communication services are limited to mobile 
cellular telecommunication services while requests in business services are limited to 
engineering and architectural services, and services incidental to mining.  

The bulk of South Africa’s initial requests are to SADC Members6 and other African 
countries7. Indeed, the most comprehensive requests (i.e., those requests to Members 
covering the most sectors and sub-sectors) are to Members in Sub-Saharan Africa, 
reflecting the increasing activity of South African service providers in the region. Of 
South Africa’s requests to SADC Members (South Africa did not develop an initial 
request to the Seychelles), one third contain specific requests in four of the six main 
categories of services in which South Africa developed requests while half contain 
specific requests in five or more categories. Requests containing the full compliment 
of service categories were made to Botswana, Namibia, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Of 
South Africa’s requests to non-SADC African Members, nearly a third contain 
specific requests in four or more of the main service categories8.  

Of requests to non-African Members, the majority are to Members in Asia and South 
America – the latter largely due to the activity of South African mining companies. 
Figures 1 and 2, below, illustrate the regional breakdown of South Africa’s requests to 
all Members and to non-African Members respectively.  

The development of the requests was driven by a questionnaire that aimed to identify 
the existence of barriers faced by South African service providers in foreign markets. 
Sectors such as health and education (in which clear export potential exists both to 
Africa and, in the case of health services, to advanced industrialised Members) were 

                                                        

6 The Southern African Development Community: Angola; Botswana; the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC); Lesotho; Malawi; Mauritius; Mozambique; Namibia; Seychelles; South Africa; 
Swaziland; Tanzania; Zambia; and Zimbabwe. 

7 Although South Africa has not formally submitted initial requests to other Members, the list of 
non-SADC African countries to which requests were developed between August 2002 and March 
2003 is as follows: Benin; Cameroon; Congo; Cote d’Ivoire; Egypt; Gabon; Ghana; Kenya; 
Madagascar; Mali; Mauritania; Morocco; Nigeria; Rwanda; Senegal; Sierra Leone; Togo; and 
Uganda. Members to which initial requests are formally made, however, may differ from the above. 

8 I.e., Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and Uganda. 
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excluded from the process of developing initial requests because of socio-economic 
sensitivities surrounding their provision and the respective line departments’ reticence 
to open them up to the GATS negotiating process and, hence, to progressive 
liberalisation.  

Figure 1: SA requests by region (all members) 

 

 

Figure 2: SA requests by region (non-African members) 
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Significantly, it was only through the questionnaire that requests were developed in 
areas not originally prioritised by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). A 
clear example of this is environmental services, which are being provided by South 
African construction and engineering companies to countries on the sub-continent. 
The classification of South Africa’s requests in environmental services is based on the 
EC proposal for the reclassification of environmental services (S/CSS/W/38).  

2.3.2 South Africa’s Initial Offer to the WTO  

South Africa did not submit an initial offer to the WTO prior to the Cancun 
Ministerial in September 2003. Post-Cancun, the key elements of what is likely to 
comprise South Africa’s initial offer is more difficult to predict. Given South Africa’s 
extensive bilateral agenda, it is likely that South Africa’s initial offer will be determined 
by what is negotiated bilaterally in services with various negotiating partners, 
particularly the free trade agreement with the United States (see Section 4).  

Consequently, when it is released, South Africa’s initial offer to the WTO is likely to 
be reasonably comprehensive and will include a range of services already negotiated 
under various bilateral agreements. An intensive level of consultation with line 
departments responsible for these services should not therefore be necessary.  

By September 2004, South Africa had still not submitted an initial offer to the WTO 
despite submissions of initial offers by more than 40 Members and the approval by 
Members of a package of framework and other agreements on 1 August 2004 that 
effectively signified something of a revitalisation of the Doha Round.  

3 Institutional arrangements supporting trade 
negotiations  

Domestic institutional arrangements supporting trade negotiations are in a state of 
flux. According to Draper (2004), while South Africa does have formal mechanisms in 
support of trade negotiations, such as the National Economic Development and 
Labour Council (NEDLAC) and parliament, they are “not operating optimally from 
the viewpoint of promoting effective participation in trade negotiations”. 
Compounding this, there is significant variation in the awareness of, and interest in, 
trade negotiations by other government departments, regulators, and organised 
business. At the heart of the problem lies a persistent inability to form enduring and 
coordinated institutions of deliberation both to support the trade negotiating agenda 
and to effectively alter the outcomes of the negotiations themselves.  

3.1 International Best Practice  

There is no model of intra-business, intra-government and business-government 
interaction that can be universally followed in every country since what is adopted 
depends on the degree of economic development, administrative tradition, business 
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culture, and other historical specificities. Ultimately, however, a combination of 
pragmatism and flexibility is necessary. Any effective trade negotiating apparatus must 
be underpinned by arrangements and mechanisms that:  

§ Support and coordinate processes of deliberation on a number of levels;  

§ Facilitate the flow of information between each level; and  

§ Feed information into the process of formulating a negotiating strategy that is 
itself both transparent and participatory.  

3.2 NEDLAC and Parliament  

NEDLAC, established in 1995, is a permanent institutional arrangement with the 
capacity for real deliberation on all economic issues between the major stakeholders in 
the economy. In the four chambers in NEDLAC government comes together with 
organised business and organised labour on a national level in an attempt to reach 
consensus on a range of social and economic policy issues.  

South Africa’s trade negotiating agenda is discussed in the Trade and Industry 
Chamber. There is a growing consensus among close observers of trade policy issues 
in South Africa that NEDLAC is an increasingly inappropriate forum in which 
develop, and deliberate on, detailed negotiating positions. While NEDLAC has an 
important role to play in the consensus-seeking process on the broad trade 
negotiations agenda, it is not in control of corporate strategy and will therefore find it 
difficult to deliberate effectively on offensive interests in services (or any other) 
negotiations (Draper, 2004).  

Parliament’s constitutional role is to ratify trade agreements. This is an important 
component of the negotiation process, as failure to ratify could completely undermine 
carefully constructed international trade agreements. In terms of section 231 of the 
Constitution, parliament is not empowered to amend international agreements, which 
are the Executive’s prerogative. Presumably, parliament could refuse to ratify a trade 
agreement but this has not been tested in practice. Parliament is, however, increasingly 
interested in interrogating legislation emanating from the executive and organised 
business, in particular, should carefully consider how to interact with the 
parliamentary portfolio committee on Trade and Industry with a view to 
strengthening parliament’s hand in the trade negotiations process (Draper, 2004).  

3.3 Organised Business  

The most important stakeholder in the development of an offensive position in 
multilateral services negotiations is organised business. Before the launch of the Doha 
Round, business advocacy in trade strategy was virtually non-existent. It was only 
through the development of initial requests by South Africa to other WTO Members 
that the nature and effectiveness of interaction between the DTI and key service 
providers notably improved. Even so, improved communication between the DTI 
and individual service providers is very different from enhanced business advocacy by 
organised business. Following Kostecki (2002), business advocacy involves five 
activities:  
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§ Monitoring trade-policy-making for a group interest;  

§ Building a case in favour of that interest;  

§ Presenting it with varying degrees of pressure to policy-makers for their 
acceptance and support;  

§ Assisting the authorities in reaching the desired outcome in trade negotiations; 
and  

§ Controlling the advocacy process and evaluating the benefits obtained.  

If business advocacy is interpreted in this way then the logical conclusion is that 
organised business in South Africa remains under-prepared to deal effectively with, 
and participate meaningfully in, South Africa’s trade negotiations.  

South African business, as a matter of some urgency, needs to develop its own 
appropriately structured, deliberative institutional arrangements and internal 
coordination mechanisms in order to meet the increasing demands that will be placed 
on it by an ever-expanding trade negotiations agenda. As with facilitating cooperation 
and deliberation between government departments, there are plans underway by 
business to provide a “consistent and coordinated approach” to South Africa’s trade 
negotiation and to develop “longer-term trade strategies” regarding the WTO and the 
international trading environment9.  

The precise structure of the approach has not yet been determined. However, once 
business has developed appropriate and coordinated deliberative institutional 
arrangements, it must then push “for the establishment of a dedicated government-
business structure focused on developing positions for trade negotiations” (Draper, 
2004). With respect to services, the United States Coalition of Services Industries, the 
European Services Forum, Australian Services Roundtable, and the Japan Services 
Network provide useful international examples to follow.  

The Role of Government  

The Department of Trade and Industry (the DTI) is responsible for trade 
negotiations. Historically, the DTI has involved non-government stakeholders in the 
preparation of negotiating positions primarily through two mechanisms – the trade 
and industry chamber in NEDLAC and a national consultative conference. While 
NEDLAC is a permanent institutional arrangement, the NCCs are largely ad hoc 
processes, geared towards consensus building before WTO ministerials. The NCCs 
are fore in which business, labour, and civil society have the opportunity to express 
their views.  

                                                        

9 Comments made by James Lennox, Chief Executive, South African Chamber of Business, 
reported in the Business Day, December 12 2003 
(www.bday.co.za/bday/content/direct/1,3523,1504488-6078-0,00.html) 
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NCCs typically last no more than two days and are generally not held more than a 
month or two before a WTO ministerial. In light of this, the views expressed – 
particularly by labour and civil society – are understandably reactionary, historically 
offering little beyond repeated calls to dismantle the multilateral trading system. 
Moreover, there is also the question of the extent to which more balanced views 
actually inform and mould pre-conceived positions in the DTI. Given the ad hoc 
nature of the process and the shortness of time between NCCs and WTO ministerials, 
changes to negotiating strategy occur only at the margins.  

Severe capacity constraints are notable within the trade division of the DTI. The trade 
negotiations team is particularly thinly resourced. Not only is the team directly 
responsible for the full range of multilateral trade issues but it is also heavily involved 
in the division’s ever-expanding bilateral agenda10. Significant institutional deficiencies 
in the trade division include the absence a strong, well-resourced, in-house research 
unit and a dedicated legal services team. The establishment of both would significantly 
ease existing capacity constraints and act as vital sources of knowledge spill-overs to 
the entire division.  

The DTI’s shift in emphasis towards the negotiation of bilateral free trade deals is 
both a reaction to, and a reflection of, the global proliferation of regional trade 
agreements. However, the shift itself together with severe capacity constraints in the 
trade division has resulted in very little development in a multilateral negotiating 
strategy in services since South Africa’s bilateral trade engagements with the US and 
EFTA began in earnest towards the end of the first quarter of 2003. Finally, the DTI 
is not yet sufficiently organised to exert an influence on the policy of other 
departments in the context of trade negotiations.  

Until recently, South Africa’s permanent mission to the WTO suffered from similar 
capacity constraints. While capacity constraints have eased in Geneva it is clear that 
institutional deficiencies persist. Critically, relatively low-key participation in the 
negotiating process inhibits South Africa’s ability to form strategic alliances with 
countries with which it shares common interests in services (i.e., strong sector-based 
alliances such as the Cairns Group in agriculture)11.  

Indeed, active participation and meaningful alliance-building mutually reinforce each 
other. Building alliances is easier when countries’ actively participates and regularly 
puts forward positions. In turn, inter-alliance deliberation tends to sharpen and refine 
a specific country’s own positions. As noted above, however, South Africa’s sub-
optimal performance in this sphere should not be seen in isolation from the nature 
and effectiveness of the feedback between trade negotiators and domestic 

                                                        

10 The DTI is currently involved in negotiating the Southern African Customs Union (SACU)-
United States FTA, the SACU-European Free Trade Area FTA, and the SACU-Mercosur 
FTA, with plans afoot to negotiate a SACU-India FTA, SACU-China FTA, and SACU-
Nigeria FTA. Furthermore, a renegotiation of the South Africa-European Union Trade and 
Development Cooperation Agreement (TDCA) is likely, especially in light of the SACU-US FTA. 

11 Since South Africa is not a major economic power, except in relation to sub-Saharan Africa, the 
formation of strategic alliances in multilateral fora like the WTO is essential (Draper 2004) 
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stakeholders. Effectiveness in the negotiating process depends crucially on the web of 
institutional arrangements supporting deliberation between industry, government and 
civil society, and between government departments.  

3.4 Key Recommendations  

What follows are key recommendations for improving the functioning of South 
Africa’s trade negotiating machinery. A number of these initiatives are already 
underway, on the part of government and organised business.  

§ The establishment of a permanent trade forum in which line function officials 
from government departments and regulatory bodies meet to discuss issues 
arising from trade negotiations and domestic regulatory reform;  

§ The establishment in key government departments of divisions to monitor 
developments in all trade negotiations, including services, and developments in 
the international trading environment more generally;  

§ The establishment of a South African services coalition comprised of key 
service providers in a range of sectors;  

§ The establishment of a permanent research unit in the DTI supporting trade 
negotiations;  

§ The establishment of a dedicated legal team in the DTI that will review 
agreements under negotiation and monitor the enforcement of agreements 
already concluded; and  

§ A reappraisal of the strategic role of NEDLAC and the National Consultative 
Conferences with respect to trade negotiations in light of an ever-expanding 
and increasingly demanding trade negotiating agenda.  

4 Developing a negotiating strategy in 
services  

Whatever the form of services liberalisation (unilateral, regional, or multilateral), a 
comprehensive, well-designed strategy for services liberalisation that maximises the 
gains from liberalisation and minimises the adjustment costs is critical. Following 
Hodge (2002), a successful strategy depends on three key factors:  

§ Preparing the institutional foundations for liberalisation;  

§ The sequencing and timing of liberalisation; and  

§ Managing the liberalisation process.  
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An important part of the institutional foundations for liberalisation include an 
effective and well-oiled trade negotiating machinery from which flow general and 
specific trade negotiating strategies that – collectively and simultaneously – exploit 
opportunities to press home advantages and minimise the risk of being exploited by a 
negotiating partner adopting negotiating strategies of its own (Mashayekhi and Tuerk, 
2003).  

The state of South Africa’s trade negotiating machinery is patently inadequate on a 
number of fronts. Equally important, however, is the regulatory framework put in 
place to deal with the process of progressive liberalisation as a broad policy thrust. 
The regulatory framework must ensure that liberalisation efforts are credible and non-
discriminatory while at the same time ensure that pro-competitive reforms continue to 
address social objectives based on legitimate conceptions of distributive justice in a 
post-Apartheid South Africa (for example, universal access, affirmative action and 
black economic empowerment).  

The second dimension of a successful liberalisation strategy deals with the appropriate 
sequencing and timing of liberalisation. Here the strategy needs to set out the 
sequence and timing of liberalisation across the different sectors, the modes of supply, 
and the two groups of barriers (market access and national treatment) (Hodge, 2002). 
Ideally, as Hodge (2002) points out, reform should be targeted at those sectors that 
are likely to bring about the most significant gains for the country.  

These sectors typically include the key infrastructure or “backbone” sectors of the 
economy (finance, telecommunications, transport, and electricity) that have significant 
knock-on effects and in which, historically, protection has resulted in considerable 
inefficiency costs to society. Evidently, the extent to which these services can be 
liberalised depends largely on the progress made in laying the institutional foundations 
for reforming the regulatory framework governing their respective provision.  

Finally, the third dimension of a successful liberalisation strategy concerns the 
management of the reform process itself. The central idea here is to prevent vested 
interests in maintaining the status quo from diminishing the desire for further reform 
or from the derailing the reform process altogether.  

4.1 Negotiating Tools  

A successful negotiating strategy is also dependent on the ability of South Africa to 
make effective use of various negotiating tools. One important negotiating tool is the 
use of partnerships and alliances during the negotiating process. Building alliances in 
the services negotiations, however, is likely to present South Africa with a set of 
unique challenges and opportunities.  

Geographically related alliances tend to be more stable. It is clear, though, that South 
Africa’s interests in services diverge from the majority of African Members. Presently, 
South Africa may well benefit from offensive, sectoral-focused alliances with key non-
African and non-South Members in, for example, energy (e.g., the EU and the US) or 
mining (e.g. Australia). South-South alliances may be particularly expedient in 
collectively advancing certain negotiating issues, particularly those issues – such as 
credit for autonomous liberalisation, assessment, and the establishment of an 
emergency safeguard mechanism – that industrialised members have strategically 
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manoeuvred to their benefit during the course of the mandated negotiations 
(Mashayekhi and Tuerk, 2003).  

Geographical alliances with African Members will become stronger and more 
strategically relevant over time as African Members develop competitive advantages in 
a range of services. Even so, South Africa should already seek to build partnerships 
and find areas of common interest with Egypt and Kenya – to date the only other 
African Members to have submitted requests in services to South Africa (see Annex 2 
for requests by Egypt and Kenya in selected service sectors).  

4.2 Industry-Level Research  

In order to move beyond a superficial assessment of the impact of the GATS in the 
development of a comprehensive negotiating strategy, it is essential to embark on 
detailed sectoral analysis. The vast majority of research conducted to date at the 
sectoral level in relation to the GATS has indeed been useful but has not gone far 
enough. While specifying the exact form of further industry-level research is beyond 
the scope of this overview, a few broad points are made.  

For each sector, research needs to consider more closely (and quantify if possible) the 
gains from liberalisation vis-à-vis the adjustment costs associated with liberalisation. 
The idea here is to maximise the gains while minimising the costs. It is apparent that 
the liberalisation of certain sectors hamstrung by the economics of Apartheid will 
unleash significant economy-wide gains. However, the liberalisation of these sectors 
will almost certainly entail short-term adjustment costs (particularly with respect to 
welfare and sustainable development). For each sector, therefore, the trade-off 
between potential efficiency gains and the welfare implications of further liberalisation 
must be determined.  

As a first step towards assessing the gains from liberalisation, research must focus 
attention on quantifying restrictions on trade in services for each sector. This is an 
ambitious project in itself, particularly in South Africa where data on services is 
notoriously unreliable and too aggregated for meaningful sectoral analysis. However, 
until attempts are made to quantify sector specific restrictions, impact studies of 
liberalisation will lack a crucial component in the measure of the gains from 
liberalisation.  

Even if sector-specific research shows that the welfare costs of liberalisation 
unambiguously outweigh the efficiency gains, this does not necessarily constitute an 
argument against further liberalisation. For example, if the liberalisation of energy 
related services results in an increase in prices for the poor, one policy option might 
be to subsidise the provision of energy to poor households rather than a deceleration 
of liberalisation or its abolishment altogether.  

There are other trade-offs that need to be considered. Trade negotiations are not 
simply about services but cover a range of negotiating issues from agriculture and 
industrial goods to intellectual property. The extent of overall negotiating leverage 
across all areas is of crucial importance to the outcome of any negotiation. Therefore, 
the gains and costs of liberalisation must also be considered in light of the sector’s 
contribution to South Africa’s negotiating leverage in the WTO negotiations.  
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Another aspect to consider in industry-level research is the role of competition policy 
vis-à-vis the GATS. In many sectors, efficiency gains may be realised more effectively 
through the use of competition policy rather than a multilateral instrument such as the 
GATS. The fundamental aim of the GATS should be to lock-in existing reforms – it 
should not be regarded as the primary vehicle for domestic reform. Hence, research 
must identify areas in each sector where competition policy and the GATS dovetail 
and areas where they diverge.  

4.3 Black Economic Empowerment  

Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) is a broad policy thrust implemented by the 
post-Apartheid government to address historical inequities, encouraging the transfer 
of skills and other productive assets to companies run by black entrepreneurs. The 
overall framework for the BEE programme involves a “scorecard” system in which 
enterprises receive points for black ownership, preferential procurement from BEE 
enterprises and employment equity.  

When government “engages in any economic activity” (whether procurement, a 
concessionary arrangement or a divestment), it will award contracts or shares on a 
preferential basis to companies who achieve high scores according to these criteria. 
Each sector is responsible for developing a charter on how specific BEE objectives in 
that sector will be achieved.  

BEE is seen by many South Africans as an integral part of post-Apartheid 
redistributive justice. While BEE may make sense from a social or politico-economic 
perspective, it is nevertheless fundamentally incompatible with basic principles of 
non-discrimination. In terms of the GATS, BEE (as presently constructed) could be 
seen as inconsistent with the general principle of national treatment because it 
discriminates against investors who are not black South Africans  

While there is room in WTO agreements to accommodate socially integrative policies 
if countries specify exemptions in advance, the exemption process presumes a depth 
of ex ante knowledge that is both theoretically and practically unreasonable. The 
effect of BEE on South Africa’s negotiating strategy in services will depend on the 
extent to which Members perceive BEE as non-discriminatory in practice as well the 
ability of South Africa’s trade negotiators to minimise its impact on negotiating 
leverage if exemptions on BEE need to be taken (either horizontal or sector-specific).  

4.4 Renegotiating Existing Commitments  

Related to BEE, although wider in scope, is the possibility of having to renegotiate 
existing commitments in services South Africa made at the end of the Uruguay Round 
in 1994. It is important to note that South Africa scheduled its GATS commitments 
less than a year after the first democratic elections in April 1994. South Africa’s 
accession to the WTO and the commitments it made in services under the GATS 
were therefore part of the informal negotiations on economic issues that paralleled the 
formal, political transition. After the transition, old legislation was repealed and 
replaced by legislation attempting to address a revised set of social and economic 
imperatives.  
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New legislation since 1994 has been drafted largely in ignorance of existing GATS 
commitments and, hence, the possibility exists that current legislation could reflect 
more onerous restrictions than those scheduled at the end of the Uruguay Round. For 
example, South Africa’s existing commitment in the movement of natural persons 
(Mode 4) allows for the temporary presence of service salespersons, intra-corporate 
transferees, and personnel engaged in establishment for a period of up to three years. 
In terms of the Immigration Act 13 of 2002, which replaced the previous Act under 
which South Africa’s existing commitments in Mode 4 were made, an intra-corporate 
transferee may work in South Africa for a period not exceeding two years. This 
effectively represents a more onerous restriction than the current commitment and 
South Africa may have to negotiate necessary compensatory adjustment with an 
affected Member (on a most-favoured-nation basis) in terms of Article XXI of the 
GATS.  

The SACU-US Free Trade Agreement  

South Africa’s multilateral services negotiating strategy is likely to be significantly 
influenced by the services agreement negotiated in the SACU-US FTA. In many 
respects, strategy is simply a matter of timing. This is certainly true in the case of 
services, where the SACU-US FTA is likely to conclude well before substantive 
multilateral negotiations in services begin as part of the Doha Round, compressing 
negotiating space and limiting the range of options available to the trade negotiating 
team. For example, if the SACU-US FTA is not to fall foul of Article V of the GATS 
on regional integration12 then the services agreement therein must cover substantially 
all trade, regardless of its architecture (specifically, the option to include sensitive 
sectors in a second tier of commitments).  

Once sensitive sectors such as health and education are included in regional 
agreements, the argument to exclude them from the ambit of the GATS is 
significantly weakened. While maintaining an open position from the start on the 
sectors up for negotiation in the GATS might have originally strengthened South 
Africa’s position, committing to them in one arena while attempting to bar them from 
another reveals an underlying weakness in strategy formulation that key WTO 
Members are likely to exploit. This underscores the importance of a close 
coordination of the regional and multilateral tracks of services liberalisation, rather 
than the substitution of one for the other, which presently appears to be the case in 
South Africa.  

                                                        

12 Article V states that the GATS “shall not prevent any of its Members from being a party to or 
entering into an agreement liberalizing trade in services between or among the parties to such an 
agreement, provided that such an agreement: (a) has substantial sectoral coverage; (b) provides for the 
absence or elimination of substantially all discrimination, in the sense of Article XVII, between or 
among the parties, in the sectors covered under subparagraph (a), through (i) elimination of existing 
discriminatory measures, and/or (ii) prohibition of new or more discriminatory measures, either at the 
entry into force of that agreement or on the basis of a reasonable time-frame, except for measures 
permitted under Articles XI, XII, XIV, and XIV bis.” 
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5 Sector-specific considerations  

This section explores sector-specific issues relating to the multilateral liberalisation of 
services in the context of the criteria for a successful strategy for liberalisation. Each 
sector will be analysed in terms of South Africa’s existing commitments, requests 
received from key WTO Members, the current regulatory framework, and likely 
changes to the regulatory framework in the short to medium term.  

5.1 Financial Services  

5.1.1 Summary of South Africa’s Existing Commitments  

The majority of restrictions to the provision of financial services contained in South 
Africa’s Uruguay Round commitments relate to commercial presence (Mode 3).  

For life insurance and insurance-related activities, while there are no national 
treatment limitations, there are limitations regarding the form of commercial presence 
and the acquisition of shares or any other interest in a registered insurer. Also, the 
commitment sets forth residency requirements for the executive chairman, public 
officer, majority of directors, and life insurance actuaries. An additional commitment 
is undertaken stipulating that 85 per cent of the assets of foreign insurance companies 
must be held locally.  

With respect to South Africa’s commitments in banking and other financial services, 
the following restrictions apply:  

§ Branches of foreign banks in South Africa must maintain a minimum balance 
of R1 million on the deposit accounts of natural persons.  

§ Dealings in foreign exchange in South Africa must be carried out through a 
dealer authorised by the South African Reserve Bank (SARB). Only banks 
registered to operate in South Africa with the required minimum capital base 
are eligible to seek authorisation as a foreign exchange dealer.  

§ Companies involved in asset management, collective investment schemes and 
custodial services for securities and financial instruments (including equities & 
bonds) need to be incorporated as public companies in South Africa and 
registered with the supervisory authority to carry on business in South Africa.  

§ Trading for the account of customers on a licensed exchange requires 
separately capitalized incorporation in South Africa as a public or private 
company and registration with the relevant supervisory authority.  

5.1.2 Summary of Requests Received  

South Africa has received requests to liberalise financial services from the following 
WTO Members: Australia; the EC; Egypt; Japan; Norway; Panama; Switzerland; 
Taiwan; and the US. The requests received from the EC and the US is particularly 
detailed and comprehensive.  
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Tables 1 to 3 (in the Appendix) present summaries of the requests received from the 
EC and the US as well as Egypt – the only other African Member to submit a request 
to South Africa in financial services.  

Some of the most important requests in financial services can be classified into more 
or less three areas. The first set of requests is concerned with the collusive behaviour 
of local banks with respect to access to automatic clearing houses. A second set of 
requests relates to freer movement of experts in the financial services industry. The 
third set of requests is of a prudential nature, such as allowing foreign bank branches 
to use their parent’s capital.  

5.1.3 Regulatory Overview  

The financial services sector is generally regarded as stable, sophisticated, and well 
regulated. Following the transition to democracy in 1994, the sector has witnessed an 
influx of foreign participation in brokerage, short-term insurance and investment 
banking. Other sub-sectors are dominated by local institutions and tend to be 
characterised by significant levels of concentration.  

An independent regulator regulates the three industries that make up the financial 
sector. The Registrar of Banks, comprising the Bank Supervision Department of the 
South African Reserve Bank, is responsible for regulating the banking industry. The 
Financial Services Board (FSB) is responsible for regulating the insurance industry and 
the securities market although the Johannesburg Securities Exchange performs the 
day-to-day monitoring of the market (Hawkins, 2002).  

Since 1994, a number of regulatory reforms have been introduced in all three 
industries, markedly improving the level of compliance with each of the relevant 
international bodies (respectively the Bank for International Settlements, the 
International Association of Insurance Supervisors, and the International 
Organisation of Securities Commissions) (Hawkins, 2002). On the whole, regulatory 
reforms do not discriminate between foreign and domestic suppliers of financial 
services and remaining restrictions are focused on entities (foreign and local) meeting 
the prudential requirements set forth by the respective regulatory authorities.  

5.2 Insurance and Insurance Related Activities  

Based on current regulation, South Africa’s potential offer in insurance and insurance 
related activities would not differ significantly from its current commitment. 
Currently, foreign insurance companies may only establish themselves as subsidiaries 
and not as branches. This is likely to change to allow for branching activity in the 
insurance industry although regulation has not yet been introduced by the FSB to this 
effect.  

As far as the solvency requirement for foreign insurers is concerned, this is a 
prudential requirement following from the form of legal entity allowed. Hence, if 
branching were allowed this restriction would, in all likelihood, be removed. There 
are, however, no plans to remove residency requirements applying to the executive 
chairman, public officer, majority of directors, and life insurance actuaries nor are 
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there plans to remove the requirement relating to the acquisition of shares in a locally 
incorporated insurance company in excess of 25 per cent.  

In terms of cross-border trade (Mode 1), cross-border services are permissible, subject 
to exchange control regulation, but the foreign company must be established locally. 
For example, foreign banks and insurance companies without any local presence may 
not advertise their services locally (Hawkins, 2002).  

5.3 Banking and Other Financial Services  

Current policy in banking is focused on enhancing the stability of the banking system, 
meeting Basle II requirements, facilitating black economic empowerment in the 
banking industry through the Financial Services Charter, and improving access to 
basic financial services such as saving products for the majority of South Africans. 
Recent regulation has ensured that foreign providers of banking and other financial 
services are treated no differently from their local counterparts. Hence, national 
treatment concerns raised in requests on financial services by WTO Members have, 
on the whole, been addressed by post-1994 regulatory reform. (For example, the 
restriction requiring foreign banks to maintain a minimum balance of R1 million on 
the deposit accounts of natural persons has been removed.)  

In terms of market access, foreign banks may open subsidiaries, branches or 
representative offices. Registered banks operating as branches or subsidiaries may 
trade fully as banks, whereas representative offices may only play a facilitating and 
marketing role, and may not accept deposits (Hawkins, 2002). All legal forms have the 
same capital and other regulatory requirements; however, foreign banks wanting to 
operate in South Africa must meet the capital requirements without recourse to parent 
capital offshore (Hawkins, 2002). It is unlikely that the regulatory authorities will 
accede to requests relating to amendments to capital requirements as these are seen as 
necessary prudential measures lending stability to the system. However, there are 
currently proposals for the creation of a second tier of banks, aimed at the lower-end 
retail segment of the market, for which market access requirements will be less 
onerous. (Second tier banks would be restricted from certain activities, for example, 
foreign exchange dealing.)  

In the securities market, only subsidiaries are recognised as legal entities for all 
securities firms (foreign and domestic) (Hawkins, 2002). The allocation of operating 
licences to securities firms is non-discriminatory provided all firms meet various 
membership requirements relating to technical competence and capital adequacy 
(Hawkins, 2002). Other market access restrictions on commercial presence concern 
dealings in foreign exchange, asset management, collective investment schemes and 
custodial services for securities and financial instruments, and trading for the account 
of customers on a licensed exchange. These restrictions are either prudential 
requirements designed to protect the consumer and ensure the stability of the system 
or, in the case of foreign exchange dealings, directly related to existing capital controls. 
Again, cross-border banking and other financial services are permissible, subject to 
exchange control regulation, but the foreign company must be established locally.  
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5.4 Telecommunication Services  

5.4.1 Summary of South Africa’s Existing Commitments  

South Africa’s existing commitments in telecommunications cover facilities-based and 
public switched telecommunication services (PSTS), mobile cellular telephone 
services, satellite-based services, and value-added network services (VANS). No 
commitments have been undertaken regarding the resale of basic services. The cross-
border provision of basic services (PSTS, mobile, and satellite services) is restricted 
because of the extension of monopoly rights to the incumbent, Telkom.  

Commercial presence is similarly restricted until the second network operator (SNO) 
is licensed, after which the provision of facilities-based services, PSTS, and satellite-
based services will be limited to the duopoly. For mobile cellular telephone services, 
commercial presence is limited to two providers. Furthermore, foreign investment in 
suppliers of facilities-based services and PSTS and mobile cellular telephone services 
is limited to a cumulative maximum of 30 per cent.  

With respect to VANS, South Africa’s existing commitments state a general 
restriction on the bypass of South African facilities for routing of domestic and 
international traffic. Further, VANS providers can only supply international services 
with the consent of Telkom. The commitments explicitly state the absence of a formal 
licensing regime for international VANS providers and that applications to supply 
these services are dealt with on an informal, ad hoc basis.  

Finally, South Africa introduced an amendment to the Basic Telecommunications 
Reference Paper, permitting authorities to determine different rates for different areas 
or different services, which effectively exclude a commitment to interconnection rates 
that are the same as those provided by the major supplier to itself.  

5.4.2 Summary of Requests Received  

South Africa has received requests to liberalise telecommunication services from the 
following WTO Members: China; the EC; Hong Kong; Japan; Norway; and the US.13 
Tables 4 to 6 (in the Appendix) summarise the requests received from the EC and the 
US respectively. The similarities between the EC request and the US request suggest 
that they are based on South Africa’s existing commitments in telecommunication 
services rather than presented as a blanket request to Members at similar levels of 
development.  

(A reading of Japan’s request in telecommunications to South Africa, for example, 
suggests the latter.)  

                                                        

13 Norway’s request to South Africa in telecommunication services is identical in all respects to the 
EC’s request to South Africa in telecommunication services. Unlike the EC, however, Norway did 
not request of South Africa the liberalisation of either postal and courier services or audiovisual 
services. 
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Requests received from Members largely focus on the removal of restrictions to the 
provision of value-added services (in other words, the extension of the principles of 
the Basic Telecommunications Reference Paper to value-added services), and the 
removal of the amendment to the Basic Telecommunications Reference Paper.  

5.4.3 Regulatory Overview  

The process of opening up of the South African telecommunications sector post-1994 
has not been as smooth as the liberalisation of the financial services industry. 
Regulatory reforms since 1994 have resulted in the establishment of a regulatory 
authority (ICASA), the licensing of an additional mobile telephony provider, the 
corporatisation and partial equity sale in the fixed line monopoly (Telkom) and the 
opening of the VANS sector.  

The extension of Telkom’s exclusivity period in local, long-distance and international 
telephony was granted to ensure that the twin objectives of infrastructure roll-out and 
universal access in under-serviced areas were achieved. However, the extension of the 
fixed line monopoly has prevented competition from reducing price-cost margins and 
accelerating productivity growth (Hodge, 2003). Consequently, the liberalisation of 
SA’s telecommunications sector has not seen the dramatic falls in cellular call rates 
and fixed line prices characteristic of liberalisation processes in other countries. While 
Telkom’s exclusivity period expired in 2002 there have been significant delays in the 
process of licensing the SNO.  

5.5 Basic Telecommunication Services  

In terms of current policy, in the context of requests received by key WTO members, 
market access restrictions remain on the ability to supply facilities-based services, 
PSTS, mobile cellular telephone services, and satellite-based services. The cross-
border provision of all forms of basic telecommunication services is restricted to the 
networks of the three current licence holders – Telkom, Sentech, and the SNO (when 
established).  

Restrictions on foreign investment remain although the permitted cumulative 
maximum has increased to 50 per cent in the case of facilities-based services and 
PSTS and 60 per cent in the case of mobile cellular telephone services. Furthermore, 
the granting of all major licences can stipulate a share reserved for historically 
disadvantaged groups of up to 30 per cent, which effectively limits the form of 
foreign participation to a joint venture.  

The next stage in the process of liberalising facilities-based services and PSTS is to 
consider the feasibility of additional entrants once the SNO is licensed and 
established. The government may be more amenable to introducing resale 
competition faster than facilities-based competition since the former still guarantees 
leasing revenue to the facilities operators. In light of the natural limit to national 
facilities operators, a more immediate step in the process of facilities liberalisation 
might be to permit limited regional or long-distance competition.  

The process of managed liberalisation also applies to mobile cellular telephony. Once 
the natural limit to the number of mobile cellular operators has been reached, full 
commitments can be taken under the GATS without adversely affecting existing 
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operators. The liberalisation of mobile cellular multimedia services is intended 
although it is unclear precisely when the process will begin. Finally, there appears to 
be no intention to lift restrictions on mobile operators from owning their own fixed 
links and international gateways, nor being able to resell any excess capacity they lease. 
However, once these markets (fixed line and resale) are fully liberalised, there would 
be no effective barriers to mobile operators owning or reselling capacity.  

5.6 Value-Added Network Services  

Currently, VANS providers must make use of the facilities of the three international 
network operators (Telkom, Sentech, and the SNO) and the two national operators 
(Telkom and the SNO). Furthermore, VANS providers may not provide voice 
services over their networks. The primary limitations therefore are with respect to the 
inability to own or resell network capacity and to provide VOIP services. The 
government does not yet appear willing to change its stance on ownership or VOIP 
since the restrictions are a means of protecting the revenues of Telkom and any 
further facilities-based entrants to enable them to meet universal access and 
infrastructure roll-out obligations. It is likely that the government will sooner liberalise 
the resale of non-voice services and may actually have to do so in order to comply 
with the current GATS commitment. References in the existing commitments to 
Telkom as South Africa’s de facto regulator no longer apply since the formation of 
ICASA although concerns have been voiced regarding the degree of independence of 
the regulator.  

5.7 Education Services  

5.7.1 Summary of South Africa’s Existing Commitments  

South Africa has no existing commitments in education services. In other words, the 
sector is unbound and remains, for the time being, excluded from the process of 
progressive liberalisation under GATS.  

 

5.7.2 Summary of Requests Received  

South Africa has received requests to liberalise education services from the following 
WTO Members: Kenya; New Zealand; Norway; and the US. Partly as a result of 
sustained public criticism by the South African government of the liberalisation of 
education through the GATS, Norway formally withdrew its GATS request on 
education to South Africa on 6 October 2003. Tables 7 and 8 (in the Appendix) 
respectively summarise the requests received from the US and Kenya – the only other 
African country to submit a request to South Africa on education services.  

These requests are difficult to assess. For example, the request from the US to remove 
burdensome requirements for foreign universities operating in South Africa can be 
interpreted in two ways. If the requirements are aimed at controlling the quality of the 
education provided then they can hardly be described as burdensome. However, if 
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regulation simply makes it difficult to operate in South Africa in order to protect local 
universities then the request has a measure of legitimacy. 

5.7.3 Regulatory Overview  

Education in South Africa is characterised by a combination of not-for-profit, 
commercial, and statutory institutions. The statutory basis for the regulation of 
education in South Africa is provided by a number of acts of parliament promulgated 
after 1994 to meet the objectives of the country’s national transformation agenda and 
quality assurance requirement14. All acts permit and envisage the establishment of 
private institutions at different levels of education and training. With respect to higher 
education, South Africa has assumed a liberal position on the opening up of the sector 
to foreign providers since 1994 (Goldblatt, 2003). This was largely due to the policy 
vacuum prior to the promulgation of the Higher Education Act, which resulted in 
“the proliferation of both local and foreign private providers of varying and 
sometimes dubious quality” (Goldblatt, 2003). With respect to foreign providers 
specifically, South Africa was seen (and continues to be seen) as a springboard to the 
provision of education services to the rest of the sub-continent.  

South Africa is a significant exporter of education services, particularly through Mode 
2 (consumption abroad) and specifically with respect to the rest of Africa. Despite this 
– and notwithstanding a stable and non-discriminatory regulatory environment – the 
Ministry of Education has expressed a number of reservations about the GATS in 
education. Reservations range from the philosophical (regarding the excessive 
marketisation, commoditisation, and homogenisation of higher education) to the 
practical (regarding issues surrounding the negotiating process, the provision of 
government subsidies and the consequences of renegotiating commitments once 
scheduled).  

Consequently, the Ministry of Education has decided not to make any commitments 
in education services in the current round of multilateral negotiations. Furthermore, 
the Minister of Education has called for a “fundamental re-thinking of the inclusion 
of education in the GATS”. The Ministry is therefore in agreement with the “Joint 
Declaration on Higher Education and the General Agreement of Trade in Services”15, 
which supports the notion of reducing obstacles to international trade in higher 
education using conventions and agreements outside of a trade policy regime (Knight, 
2002).  

The exclusion of education from the negotiating process will reduce South Africa’s 
negotiating leverage and, hence, its ability to secure a favourable aggregate outcome in 

                                                        

14 The South African Schools Act, 84 of 1996, the Higher Education Act, 101 of 1997, the 
Further Training and Education Act, 98 of 1998, the Adult Basic Training and Education Act, 
52 of 2000. 

15 The Joint Declaration on Higher Education and the General Agreement on Trade in Services, 
adopted by the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, the American Council on 
Education, the European University Association, and the Council for Higher Education 
Accreditation. 
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the GATS negotiations. Moreover, while GATS is described as a voluntary agreement, 
it also contains the imperative of progressive liberalisation. It is therefore likely that 
the Ministry will come under increasing pressure from the DTI to make commitments 
in education under the GATS in future negotiating  

If so, the current stance by the Ministry of Education with respect to the GATS will 
become increasingly difficult to sustain. It is therefore imperative for the higher 
education sector in South Africa to establish institutional arrangements to advise it 
and government on trends and developments in the field of GATS and other changes 
in international aspects of higher education, and to deliberate with fraternal bodies in 
the region, Africa and internationally to identify convergent principles, policies and 
action plans (Goldblatt, 2003). 

5.8 Architectural, Construction and Engineering Services  

5.8.1 Summary of South Africa’s Existing Commitments  

South Africa made extensive Uruguay Round commitments in architectural, 
construction and engineering services. The only restriction contained in South Africa’s 
commitments in these services applies to the provision of architectural services: 
specifically, for building plans of 500m2 and over, the services of a locally registered 
architect must be used. In all other sectors, there are no limitations to market access 
and national treatment except for the cross-border provision of construction and 
related engineering services, which remain unbound for reasons of technical 
infeasibility. (South Africa did not make any commitments in Other Construction and 
Related Engineering Services.)  

5.8.2 Summary of Requests Received  

South Africa has received requests on architectural, construction and engineering 
services from the following WTO Members: China; the EC; Egypt; Japan; Kenya; 
New Zealand; and the US. Tables 9 to 13 (in the Appendix) summarise the requests 
received by the EC, the US, Egypt, and Kenya respectively.  

A common request running through several countries are to remove the requirement 
to use the services of a locally registered architect for building plans great than 500m2. 
(See Section 5.4.3. for an interpretation of the current commitment.)  

5.8.3 Regulatory Overview  

Regulatory reform in the architectural, construction and engineering services 
industries is focused on limiting volatility in the demand for construction services, 
increasing the black empowerment share across all sectors, and improving labour 
practices and human resource development.  

In light of South Africa’s existing commitments in architectural, construction and 
engineering services, liberalisation of the sector, taken together, is highly advanced 
and only modest scope therefore exists for further offers of market access (Teljeur 
and Stern, 2002). Indeed, requests from all Members in construction and related 
engineering services have targeted South Africa’s only restriction in these services, 
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viz., the services of a locally registered architect have to be utilised for building plans 
of 500 m2 or more.  

The wording of the commitment appears to have created some confusion since the 
Architects Act of 1970 stipulates the use of a “locally certified” architect. This does 
not require that the architect must be South African but merely that architects wishing 
to supply their services in South Africa are certified by the relevant body, in this case 
the South African Council of Architectural Professionals (SACAP).  

The purpose of the requirement is to ensure that architects are familiar with local 
building codes. While it may be feasible to continue to maintain quality standards 
embodied in building codes through the building plan approval process instead, 
licensing procedures for architects in South Africa do not discriminate between local 
and foreign architects and, in terms of Article VI of the GATS, are based on objective 
and transparent criteria, are no more burdensome than necessary and do not, in 
themselves, constitute a restriction on the supply of the service.  

5.9 Energy-Related Services  

5.9.1 Summary of South Africa’s Existing Commitments  

South Africa did not make any commitments in services incidental to energy 
distribution, a sub-category listed under other business services in W/120. During the 
Uruguay Round, much of the energy industry was characterised by vertically-
integrated, state-owned monopolies, effectively making commitments in this area 
difficult to undertake.  

5.9.2 Summary of Requests Received  

South Africa has received requests in energy-related services from only two WTO 
Members: the EC and the US (see Tables 14 and 15 in the Appendix for a summary 
of requests received by the EC and the US respectively). Requests in energy services 
by the EC and the US reflect the radical restructuring and liberalisation of key energy 
markets since the end of the Uruguay Round.  

Furthermore, there is no separate classification of energy services in W/120. There is 
presently no agreed definition of energy services and the existing classification does 
not explicitly include the emergence of new energy services such as the operation of 
power pools, energy trading and brokering, and energy management. The US, EC, 
Japan and other Members have only recently proposed the development of a new, 
comprehensive classification of energy services.  

Again, the implications of these requests are complex and need to be considered in 
the context of an analysis of the changing energy sector in South Africa.  

5.9.3 Regulatory Overview  

The liberalisation of the South Africa’s mineral-energy complex has the potential to 
unleash significant economy-wide gains. As with telecommunications, South Africa 
has proceeded with a process of managed liberalisation of the energy sector, with the 
most fundamental reforms occurring in the electricity sector. Presently this involves 
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the corporatisation of Eskom – the seventh largest electricity utility in the world – the 
vertical and horizontal unbundling of generation, transmission, and distribution, as 
well as the introduction of competition, partial privatisation, and a new regulatory 
framework (Eberhard, 2003).  

The coal sector is entirely privately owned and largely unregulated while petroleum, by 
contrast, is highly regulated in terms of market access and prices (Eberhard, 2003). 
Independent regulators with transparent and non-discriminatory rule-making 
procedures are in place in the electricity and gas sectors. There is also an independent 
petroleum pipelines regulator. The Petroleum Agency oversees the issuing of rights 
and permits for exploration and production. However, since the agency is located in 
the Department of Minerals and Energy, questions may arise regarding its 
independence. Finally, there are plans merge the gas and petroleum pipelines 
regulators with the National Electricity Regulator (NER).  

5.9.4 Services Related to Networks  

Network related services do not include actual ownership of the network but rather 
services involved in their operation. In the electricity sector, ownership and operation 
of the networks are licensed together by the NER. Effectively, therefore, ownership 
and operation of transmission networks is limited to Eskom while the ownership and 
operation of distribution networks is limited to Eskom and local municipalities with 
geographic monopolies.  

It is envisaged that transmission will remain a monopoly but it is uncertain at this 
stage whether monopoly rights will remain with Eskom or be granted to a separate 
public company. Distribution will be consolidated into 6 regional electricity 
distributors (REDS) that will be owned by the government, Eskom, and local 
municipalities. Concession of the operation of distribution networks is feasible but 
there are no plans to do this soon.  

In the gas sector, there is no market access or national treatment restrictions on 
establishing new pipelines, new distribution networks, or obtaining third party access 
to them. The sole exception in this regard is the Sasol-Mozambique pipeline to which 
Sasol has been granted exclusive rights until 2012 without needing to grant third-party 
access. In the petroleum sector, the new draft Petroleum Pipelines Bill provides for a 
non-discriminatory regulatory environment with no restrictions on market access.  

5.9.5 Services for the Supply and Marketing of Energy  

Currently there are no restrictions on the wholesale supply of electricity. The retail 
supply of electricity is licensed to Eskom or local municipalities. Trading and 
brokering of electricity and related contractual instruments are limited to Eskom only. 
With the ring-fencing of Eskom generation and the introduction of independent 
power producers, a fully-fledged multi-market for wholesale trading in electricity in 
South Africa will be established. Retail supply will be liberalised for customers using 
over 100GW hours per annum but not for small industrial and residential consumers 
who will continue to be supplied by Eskom and the REDS.  

Many of the market access limitations to the provision of services for the supply and 
marketing of energy will therefore fall away as sectoral reforms proceed. In the gas 
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sector, owners of distribution networks will have limited geographic monopolies, 
including trading monopolies for limited periods. This will not pertain to the supply 
of gas to high industrial users. Furthermore, no third party access is currently 
mandated for the supply of retail services. In the petroleum sector, the importation of 
final petroleum products is only allowed if local refineries cannot meet demand. 
However, there are no trading restrictions when importation is required. Finally, 
wholesale margins, refinery exit prices, and retail prices and margins are all determined 
by the government.  

6 Concluding remarks  

It is apparent, even from a cursory analysis of selected sectors in Section 5, that South 
Africa has fulfilled the first condition for the development of a successful negotiating 
strategy in services. In many sectors, including sensitive sectors such as education, 
regulatory authorities are in place, largely independent, and committed to transparent 
and non-discriminatory rule-making procedures. However, general improvements to 
the institutional foundation of services liberalisation, while necessary, are insufficient 
to ensure a favourable outcome for South Africa in the GATS negotiations.  

In many sectors, the process of regulatory reform and liberalisation remains sensitive. 
In energy, for example, the merging of various sub-sectoral regulators may create 
additional institutional flux halting the liberalisation process if only temporarily. In 
telecommunications, the inability to licence the SNO has delayed the further 
liberalisation of the sector, including undertaking assessments of the feasibility of 
additional entrants. Thus for many sectors, the second dimension of a successful 
services liberalisation strategy – the sequencing and timing of liberalisation – assumes 
critical importance.  

Where possible, therefore, South Africa should not only endeavour to lock-in 
unilateral reforms made since 1994 under the GATS but also commit to the timing of 
future liberalisation measures in its schedule of commitments. Committing to a 
timeline for future liberalisation will serve three useful purposes:  

§ It will improve South Africa’s negotiating leverage;  

§ It will provide an external mechanism by which to protect the government 
against politically influential lobby groups opposed to further reform; and  

§ It will hold the various ministries accountable to further reform.  
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8 Annex 1: WTO services sector classification 
list (w/120)  

Sectors and sub-sectors  

8.1 Business services  

Professional Services  

a. Legal Services        861  
b. Accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services     862  
c. Taxation Services  
d. Architectural services  
e. Engineering services  
f. Integrated engineering services  
g. Urban planning and landscape architectural services  
h. Medical and dental services  
i. Veterinary services  
j. Services provided by midwives, nurses, physiotherapists and para-medical  
personnel  
k. Other  

Computer and Related Services  

a. Consultancy services related to the installation of computer hardware  
b. Software implementation services  
c. Data processing services  
d. Data base services  
e. Other         845+849  

Research and Development Services  

a. R&D services on natural sciences  
b. R&D services on social sciences and humanities    852  
c. Interdisciplinary R&D services  

Real Estate Services  

a. Involving own or leased property  
b. On a fee or contract basis  

Rental/Leasing Services without Operators  

a. Relating to ships  
b. Relating to aircraft  
c. Relating to other transport equipment      83105  
d. Relating to other machinery and equipment  
e. Other         832  
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Other Business Services  

a. Advertising services  
b. Market research and public opinion polling services  
c. Management consulting services  
d. Services related to man consulting  
e. Technical testing and analysis services  
f. Services incidental to agriculture, hunting and forestry    881  
g. Services incidental to fishing  
h. Services incidental to mining  
i. Services incidental to manufacturing     (except for 88442)  
j. Services incidental to energy distribution  
k. Placement and supply services of personnel  
l. Investigation and security  
m. Related scientific and technical consulting services  
n. Maintenance and repair of equipment (not including maritime vessels, aircraft or 
other transport equipment)  
o. Building-cleaning services  
p. Photographic services  
q. Packaging services  
r. Printing, publishing  
s. Convention services  
t. Other         8790  

8.2 Communication services  

Postal services  

Courier services  

Telecommunication services  

a. Voice telephone services  
b. Packet-switched data transmission services  
c. Circuit-switched data transmission services  
d. Telex services  
e. Telegraph services  
f. Facsimile services  
g. Private leased circuit services  
h. Electronic mail  
i. Voice mail  
j. On-line information and data base retrieval  
k. electronic data interchange (EDI)  
l. enhanced/value-added facsimile services, incl. Store and forward, store and retrieve  
m. code and protocol conversion  
n. on-line information and/or data processing (incl. Transaction processing)  
o. other  

Audiovisual services  
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a. Motion picture and video tape production and distribution services  
b. Motion picture projection service  
c. Radio and television services  
d. Radio and television transmission services  
e. Sound recording  
f. Other  

Other  

8.3 Construction and related engineering services  

General construction work for buildings  

General construction work for civil engineering    513  

Installation and assembly work  

Building completion and finishing work  

Other        511+515+518  

8.4 Distribution services  

Commission agents’ services  

Wholesale trade services  

Retailing services       6111+6113+6121  

Franchising  

Other  

8.5 Educational services  

Primary education services  

Secondary education services  

Higher education services  

Adult education  

Other education services  

8.6 Environmental services  

Sewage services  
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Refuse disposal services  

Sanitation and similar services  

Other  

8.7 Financial services  

All insurance and insurance-related services  

a. Life, accident and health insurance services  
b. Non-life insurance services  
c. Reinsurance and retrocession  
d. Services auxiliary to insurance (including broking and agency services)  

Banking and other financial services (Excl. insurance)  

a. Acceptance of deposits and other repayable funds from the public 81115-81119  
b. Lending of all types, incl., inter alia, consumer credit, mortgage credit, factoring and 
financing commercial transaction  
c. Financial leasing  
d. All payment and money transmission services 81339**  
e. Guarantees and commitments  
f. Trading for own account or for account of customers, whether on an exchange, in 
an over-the-counter market or otherwise, the following:  
§ money market instruments (cheques, bills, certificate of deposits, etc.) 
§ foreign exchange  
§ derivative products incl., but not limited to, futures and options  
§ exchange rate and interest rate instruments, incl. Products such as swaps, 

forward rate agreements, etc.  
§ other negotiable instruments and financial assets, incl. Bullion  
g. Participation in issues of all kinds of securities, incl. Under-writing and  
placement as agent (whether publicly or privately) and provision of service  
h. Money broking  
i. Asset management, such as cash or portfolio management, all forms of  
depository and trust services  
j. Settlement and clearing services for financial assets, incl. Securities,  
derivative products, and other negotiable instruments  
k. Advisory and other auxiliary financial services on all the activities listed in Article 
1B of MTN.TNC/W/50, incl. Credit reference and analysis, investment and portfolio 
research and advice, advice on acquisitions and on corporate restructuring and 
strategy  
l. Provision and transfer of financial information, and financial data processing and 
related software by providers of other financial services  

Other  
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8.8 Health related and social services  

(Other than those listed under 1.A.h-j.)  

Hospital services  

Other Human Health Services  

Social Services  

Other  

8.9 Tourism and travel related services  

Hotels and restaurants (incl. Catering)  

Travel agencies and tour operators services  

Tourist guides services  

Other  

8.10 Recreational, cultural and sporting services  

(Other than audiovisual services)  

Entertainment services (including theatre, live bands and circus services)  

News agency services  

Libraries, archives, museums and other cultural services  

Sporting and other recreational services  

Other  

8.11 Transport services  

Maritime Transport Services  

a. Passenger transportation  
b. Freight transportation  
c. Rental of vessels with crew  
d. Maintenance and repair of vessels  
e. Pushing and towing services  
f. Supporting services for maritime transport  

Internal Waterways Transport  
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a. Passenger transportation  
b. Freight transportation  
c. Rental of vessels with crew  
d. Maintenance and repair of vessels  
e. Pushing and towing services  
f. Supporting services for internal waterway transport  

Air Transport Services  

a. Passenger transportation  
b. Freight transportation  
c. Rental of aircraft with crew  
d. Maintenance and repair of aircraft  
e. Supporting services for air transport  

Space Transport  

Rail Transport Services  

a. Passenger transportation  
b. Freight transportation  
c. Pushing and towing services  
d. Maintenance and repair of rail transport equipment    8868**  
e. Supporting services for rail transport services  

Road Transport Services  

a. Passenger transportation  
b. Freight transportation  
c. Rental of commercial vehicles with operator  
d. Maintenance and repair of road transport equipment  
e. Supporting services for road transport services     744  

Pipeline Transport  

a. Transportation of fuels  
b. Transportation of other goods  

Services auxiliary to all modes of transport  

a. Cargo-handling services  
b. Storage and warehouse services  
c. Freight transport agency services  
d. Other         749  

Other Transport Services  

8.12 Other services not included elsewhere  
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9 Annex 2: Requests received in selected 
sectors by key WTO members  

 

Table 1: EC Request to South Africa on Financial Services  

Insurance and insurance-related activities  
South Africa to:  
§ Make full commitments in Mode 1 in reinsurance and MAT insurance 

(including intermediation) in accordance with the Understanding.  
§ Remove the requirement of discretionary authorisation for acquisitions in 

excess of 25% in locally incorporated insurance companies (Mode 3).  
§ Commit to direct branching in all sub-sectors of insurance and insurance-

related activities (Mode 3).  
§ Remove the residency requirement applying to executive chairpersons, public 

officers, and the majority of directors and life insurance actuaries (Mode 3).  
§ Clarify the existence of discriminatory solvency requirements in reinsurance.  
Banking and other financial services 
South Africa to:  
§ Make full commitments in Modes 1 and 2 for the provision and transfer of 

financial information and financial data processing, and for advisory and other 
auxiliary financial services.  

§ Make full commitments in Modes 2 and 3 in pension fund management.  
§ Remove discriminatory capital requirements under national treatment (Mode 

3).  
§ Allow foreign banks' branches to use parent's capital to meet prudential 

requirements (Mode 3).  
§ Take into account the guarantee extended by the branch's head office or by 

another foreign bank for additional lending volume (Mode 3).  
§ Remove restrictions on dealings in foreign exchange.  
§ Clarify why the limitation that restricts foreign bank to holding 49% of the 

equity of any seat on the JSE has not been scheduled.  
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Table 2: US Request to South Africa on Financial Services  

Insurance and insurance-related activities 
South Africa to:  
§ Make full commitments in Mode 1 in reinsurance, MAT insurance (including 

intermediation), and services auxiliary to insurance.  
§ Make full commitments in Mode 2 in life insurance, non-life insurance, MAT 

insurance, reinsurance, insurance intermediation, and services auxiliary to 
insurance.  

§ Make full commitments in Mode 3, including the removal of restrictions on a 
supplier’s ability to establish preferred form of commercial presence 
(subsidiary, branch or joint venture) and at the level of equity participation 
preferred by the service supplier.  

§ Remove the approval requirement for acquiring shares in existing companies 
(Mode 3).  

§ Remove the residency requirement for the majority of directors (Mode 3).  
Banking and other financial services 
South Africa to:  
§ Make full commitments in Mode 1 in financial information and advisory 

services and for certain other activities where the consumer is deemed 
sufficiently sophisticated to manage any attendant risks.  

§ Make full commitments in Mode 2 in all sub-sectors.  
§ Make full commitments in Mode 3 in all sub-sectors, especially where 

limitations might constrain choice of preferred form of commercial presence 
or level of equity participation.  

In addition, the US has highlighted the following specific limitations to the provision 
of banking and other financial services and requests of South Africa “the earliest 
possible accommodation and, where appropriate, binding” (i.e., the removal of the 
limitations listed below):  
Mode 3 
§ Discriminatory conditions are imposed on foreign banks opening branches: 

parent must have capital of US$ 400 million and a minimum individual 
deposit of 1 million Rand.  

§ Foreign bank branches are not allowed to use their parents’ capital to meet 
prudential requirements.  

§ Concerning regulation on bank branch capital, the fact that the branch’s head 
office or another foreign bank guarantees additional lending volume is not 
taken into account.  

§ Prohibition on foreign banks from using global capital as open exchange 
position (net open foreign currency position limited to 15% of branch capital 
and reserves).  

§ Restriction of access for foreign banking firms to the stock exchange: foreign 
banks are restricted to holding 49% of the equity of any seat on the JSE.  

§ Restriction applied to institutional investors who may obtain foreign assets by 
an asset swap of up to only 15% of their total assets.  

§ Cartel of local banks controlling the automatic clearing-houses complicates 
entry by new participants.  

Mode 1 

§ South Africa has made no commitment in the processing of financial 
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information.  

§ South Africa has made no commitments in advisory and other services that 
are auxiliary to banking and other financial services.  

§ South Africa has made no commitments in asset management.  

Table 3: Egypt’s Request to South Africa on Financial Services  

Insurance and insurance-related activities 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 1.  
§ Remove the restriction that all insurers & re-insurers (and insurers on whose 

behalf policies are sold) need to be incorporated as a public company in South 
Africa (Mode 3). 

Table 4: EC Request to South Africa on Telecommunication Services  

Basic services 
South Africa to:  
§ Remove the restriction regarding the supply of services on a facilities basis (all 

modes).  
§ Remove the restriction on the number of operators (including cellular 

telephony).  
§ Remove the restriction permitting foreign investment in suppliers up to a 

cumulative maximum of 30 per cent (Mode 3).  
Value-added services 
South Africa to:  
§ Remove restrictions on the bypass of South African facilities for routing of 

domestic and international traffic.  
§ Introduce a regulator that is independent of all operators, allow an unlimited 

number of operators and, if licences are necessary, a licensing regime that 
abides by the principle of the Reference Paper.  

§ Remove the regulation that VANS providers can only provide international 
services with the consent of Telkom SA.  

§ Make full commitments in market access for all value-added services (Mode 
2).  
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Table 5: Japan’s Request to South Africa on Telecommunication 
Services  

Basic & value-added services 
South Africa to: 
§ Remove restrictions on types of commercial presence.  
§ Remove restrictions on the participation of foreign capital.  
§ Remove nationality or residency requirements for executives and/or 

employees.  
§ Remove restrictions on the use of specific media regarding the provision of 

telecommunications services.  
§ Remove restrictions on voice transmission services supplied through the use 

of domestic leased circuits interconnected with public switched networks.  
§ Remove restrictions on the number of licences (except for restrictions due to 

frequency limitations).  

Table 6: US Request to South Africa on Telecommunication Services  

Basic & value-added services 
South Africa to: 
§ Remove restrictions on the ability of service providers to supply services on a 

facilities basis only.  
§ Remove restrictions on the number of service operators in basic telecom 

services.  
§ Remove limitations to foreign investment.  
§ Remove references to the possible need for different interconnection rates 

with major suppliers.  
§ Remove restrictions on the bypass of South African facilities for routing of 

domestic and international traffic.  
§ Remove references in the schedule to Telkom's status as a de facto regulator, 

and that VANS firms can provide services only with the consent of Telkom, 
as well as the ad hoc nature of dealing with international VANS providers. 

Table 7: US Request to South Africa on Education Services  

Higher education and training services, adult education, and other education services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in higher education & training services, adult 

education, and other education services (all Modes).  
§ Remove burdensome requirements, including non-transparent needs tests, 

applicable to foreign universities operating, or seeking to operate, in South 
Africa. 
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Table 8: Kenya’s Request to South Africa on Education Services  

Secondary and higher education services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in secondary and higher education services (all 

Modes). 

Table 9: EC Request to South Africa on Architectural, Construction, and 
Engineering Services  

Professional services 
South Africa to: 
§ Remove the requirement to use the services of a locally registered architect for 

building plans greater than 500m². 
Construction and related engineering services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 3 in other construction and related 

engineering services. 

Table 10: Japan’s Request to South Africa on Architectural, 
Construction, and Engineering Services  

Construction and related engineering services  
South Africa to: 
§ Make commitments in other construction and related engineering services 

(CPC 511+515+518). 

Table 11: US Request to South Africa on Architectural, Construction, 
and Engineering Services  

Professional services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in architectural services, engineering services, and 

integrated engineering services (all Modes). 
Construction and related engineering services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in construction and related engineering services 

(Modes 2 & 3). 
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Table 12: Egypt’s Request to South Africa on Architectural, 
Construction and Engineering Services  

Professional services 
South Africa to: 
§ Remove the requirement to use the services of a locally registered architect for 

building plans greater than 500m2. 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 4 in architectural services, engineering 

services, integrated engineering services, and urban planning and landscape 
architectural services. 

Construction and related engineering services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 4 with respect to the following 

professionals: architects, engineers, and related professionals; general 
managers in construction; extraction and building trade workers; construction 
labourers; manufacturing labourers. 

Table 13: Kenya’s Request to South Africa on Architectural, 
Construction, and Engineering Services  

Professional services  
South Africa to: 
§ Remove the requirement to use the services of a locally registered architect for 

building plans greater than 500m².. 

Table 14: EC Request to South Africa in Energy Services  

Services related to exploration and production 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 3 in related scientific and technical 

consulting services, and construction and related engineering services. 
Services related to networks 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 3 in the operation of 

transportation/transmission and distribution facilities, and the transportation 
of petroleum and natural gas. 

Storage services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 3 in bulk storage services of liquids or gases. 
Services for the supply of energy 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in Mode 3 in the following: wholesale trade services 

of electricity; retail sale trade services of electricity (for industrial supply); 
trading of energy products (including Modes 1 & 2, non-network energy 
products); the brokering of energy products (including Modes 1 & 2, non-
network energy products). 

Services related to decommissioning  
South Africa to: 
§ Remove all limitations to services related to decommissioning. 
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Table 15: US Request to South Africa on Energy Services  

Exploration and development services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in exploration, evaluation, drilling, development and 

completion activities16 (all Modes, excluding commitments to obtain a 
proprietary interest in minerals and hydrocarbons). 

Services incidental to energy distribution 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in services ancillary to the transportation, 

transmission, and distribution of the energy source17 (all Modes). 
Energy marketing services 
South Africa to: 
§ Make full commitments in the marketing, trading, and brokering of energy 

commodities and related contractual instruments, and the provision of 
customer services (all Modes).  

§ Make additional commitments in the access to, and use of, essential facilities 
for the transportation of the energy source necessary to providers of energy 
marketing services (all Modes).. 

Other services important to energy services18 
South Africa to: 
§ Make commitments in the following: engineering and integrated engineering 

services; construction services (excluding marine dredging); environmental 
services; management consulting services and services related to management 
consulting; facilities management services (i.e., the management and operation 
of energy facilities on a contractual basis, applying only to measures affecting 
the ability of a foreign firm to compete for a management services contract); 
financial services; maintenance and repair of equipment; computer and related 
services (excluding airline computer reservation systems); rental and leasing 
services relating to other machinery and equipment; education and training 
services. 

 

                                                        

16 The US request provides a non-exhaustive list of services that include “but are not limited to” 
activities related to exploration, evaluation, drilling, development, and completion. 

17 Similarly, the US request provides a non-exhaustive list of services incidental to electricity 
distribution and transmission. 

18 Here, the US request provides a good example of the “cluster approach” to the services 
negotiations: the grouping of commercially related service sectors in market access negotiations. 


